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Developing the brand of a global group 

Global shipping and energy services company,  

The Craig Group combines the strength of four  

specialist divisions in the areas of offshore support 

vessels, oilfield procurement, fishing and leisure. 

They have always viewed their brand as an important 

element in their business success and recognised the 

opportunity to take it to the next level during their  

75th year of trading. 

After approaching a range of consultancies they found 

the Art Department best suited to further develop their 

brand across all areas of corporate communications.

This book presents the brand-building work we have 

developed for The Craig Group to date.

Context
Step 1: planning

We have a logical and strategic 
approach to creative problem-
solving and brand building.

All our brand development 
projects follow a clear and 
effective plan of action, set  
out and agreed in advance  
of the creative process.

With every project undertaken  
we meet to clarify and formulate 
the creative brief, to help set  
clear objectives that effectively  
tie in with our client’s business  
and marketing requirements.



The brief
Step 2: immersion

You can’t create a brand in  
a vacuum. So we immerse 
ourselves in the client’s  
world, the market sector  
and the subject to gain  
a clear understanding of  
the client’s business needs  
and positioning strategy.

Building on success 

The Craig Group is a hugely successful family-owned 

business and is one of Scotland’s top 100 companies with 

a unique and rich history which dates back to the 1930s. 

The design brief was to work closely with Group Brand 

Manager Sam Craig and build consistency with all 

corporate communications throughout the group.  

With a major milestone of 75 years in business being 

reached it was considered to be good timing to further 

develop The Craig Group brand with the launch of a  

new identity, new sales literature and development  

of their website. 
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	 	The	Craig	Group	was	
established	in	1933



  Creating a global group brand 

With	all	our	brand-building	projects	that	involve		

the	development	of	a	new	identity,	we	start	by		

mapping	out	all	applications,	as	this	greatly		

influences	the	final	design.	

With	the	Craig	Group	identity	project	we	also		

developed	a	strapline	to	sit	alongside	the	new		

logo.	Both	centred	around	the	flag	as	this	image		

has	become	an	image	that	has	effectively		

represented	the	Craig	Group	over	many	years.

Identity
Step 3: strategic 
recommendations

Gaining	a	clear	understanding
of	the	business,	market	and
brand,	we	breathe	life	into
positioning	and	develop	a
clear,	compelling	and	enduring
brand	idea	as	the	springboard
for	all	communications.

Our service areas

We	operate	across		
four	main	areas:

> Identity
>	 Print	
>	 Digital	
>	 Environment
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Flying the flag for Safety,
Service and Quality

	 		The	image	and	strapline	developed	
as	the	overall	corporate	positioning		
statement	for	the	Group

<
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> 	The old identity
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 	The evolved flag symbol
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 	The completed identity

<



>  Business card design template 
to work across all divisions
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Making an impact

In addition to the group stationery, all  

communications were reviewed and re-designed  

for brand consistency across all operating divisions. 

Working closely with Samantha Craig and the  

divisional directors, we developed a range of  

corporate communications including brochures,  

folders, binders, leaflets, data sheets, posters,  

invitations and styling for the group newsletter.

Print
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Our service areas

We operate across  
four main areas:

> Identity 
> Print
> Digital 
> Environment
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 Corporate brochure for Craig International   
 Supplies to further promote their services  
 to a growing international market

<
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  A positioning booklet to reinforce the capability 
and high levels of service that group division,  
North Star Shipping offers its clients

70
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>	 	Bold	graphics	highlighted	key	
facts	and	figures	throughout	–

	 “70	LIVES	SAVED	AT	SEA”		



“		I’m	proud	to	be	part	of	the
	 North	Star	Shipping	crew.”
	 Roma	MacRae,	Deck	Cadet	

The power of 
photography
Concept and Art Direction

We love good photography – it can change the 

visual appearance of a finished piece of design,  

it can affect how it communicates visually,  

it can stimulate mood and appeal to the right 

target audience. We wanted to create images  

that portrayed a sense of pride, self confidence 

and a ‘ready for action’ attitude.
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AFTERBEFORE
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Specialist photo retouching

This	stunning	image	was	the	result	

of	meticulous	photo	retouching	and	

was	used	extensively	in	a	range	of	

printed	and	exhibition	materials.
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<  Posters and leaflets were widely 
distributed as part of an on-going 
recruitment drive for new cadets
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Our service areas

We operate across  
four main areas:

> Identity 
> Print 
> Digital
> Environment

The website

The Craig Group website was redesigned to include 

a comprehensive Content Management System (CMS) 

allowing people with no programming experience to 

delete, add or edit content, choose different layouts  

and update flash banner adverts when required.  

It also integrates with all of the group divisions.

Digital
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>	 	Image	shows	a	division	within	
the	group	website	that	we		
have	completely	overhauled

<  To further promote the retail 
arm of King’s Links Golf Centre,  
an editable email advert was 
developed for widespread 
distribution
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  To celebrate the Group’s 75th year in 
business we produced a film charting 
the history and key milestones of the 
company’s achievements

<
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External and internal signage programme

The Craig Group’s new head office provided an  

ideal ‘blank canvas’ to introduce the new identity 

into the working environment. Working with  

their space planners, we presented ideas for  

both external and internal identity application  

to reinforce the Craig Group branding and  

create a lasting impression of overall quality  

and attention to detail.

We looked at the client experience, mapping out  

the journey from reception to boardroom and 

addressed the various ‘touchpoints’ where clients 

would come into contact with all signage.

Environment
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Our service areas

We operate across  
four main areas:

> Identity 
> Print 
> Digital 
> Environment
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>  External signage concept
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< Completed signage
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  The flag symbol alone is strong 
enough to identify the Group

<
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<  Various identity applications
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>  All Group vehicles were rebranded 
with clear guidelines supplied to 
ensure consistency
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<	 	The	late	David	Craig	addresses		
an	invited	audience	to	celebrate	
Craig	Group’s	75th	year	in	business

< The 75th event concept/theme

< Branded materials, from invitations  
 to menus, were created to support  
 the 75th event
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This book has been lovingly 
crafted by our design team at 
the Art Department to shed light  
on our creative process.

We hope you share our passion 
and enthusiasm for design, and 
appreciate the quality of work 
that goes into our projects. 

We recognise the value of ideas 
and the power of design, and the 
difference it can make to your 
business and your bottom line.

If you would like to discuss 
creating a brand, or further 
developing your existing brand, 
please contact Gerry Kelly at: 
gerry@artdepartment.co.uk 

© The Art Department 2010
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